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The Prefects at LHS in 1959 

 

 

Lincoln School Prefects in 1943 



Prefects are in the news, and in the light of the recent introduction of prefects at 

Lincoln Christ’s Hospital School (LCHS), it seems appropriate to look back in time to 

the days of former prefects from the Lincoln Christ’s Hospital Girls’ High School 

(LHS) in1958-’59, and the Lincoln School (LS) prefects in the early1940s. For a more 

detailed account of prefects in the education system in general, and the four schools 

in Lincoln that combined in 1974 to form LCHS in particular, see Occasional Paper 

24 on the LCHS website. 

In 1959 the LHS Head Girl and Deputy Head Girl were Christine Spillard and 

Elizabeth Bell. They are pictured below with Christine on the right.  

 

 

 

The remainder of the prefects were M Abbott, Susan Bailey, J Baldock, J Baxter, R 

Codd, D Ingleton, A Johnson, J Kendall, L Middleton, M Randall, M Tompkins, D 

Waterson and A Woods. 

Duties of the prefects included supporting the Headmistress and staff in keeping 

good discipline, and in enforcing rules such as the appropriate form of litter disposal. 

They were also senior representatives of LHS on special occasions. Head Girl in 

1960-61, Ruth Montgomery (now Mrs Miller) and Linda Richardson have recalled the 

duties of prefects in greater detail.  



Prefects were chosen in the summer term for the next academic year and were 

announced at the final assembly of the Summer Term. In Ruth and Linda’s year 

there was a Head Girl, a Deputy Head Girl and fourteen prefects. They wore badges 

and had some ‘privileges’ including sitting on the platform for assembly and being 

entertained by the staff at the end of their final year. There was also a prefects’ room 

which was situated in a dark corridor leading to the geography room and was small 

and very hot. It had benches on three sides with blue foam cushions and the luxury 

of a hotplate and a kettle for making tea and coffee!  

A prefect was assigned to each junior form and was expected to help in the general 

administration of the class, and in the smooth running of events. Other duties 

included ensuring that classrooms were empty during break and the lunch-hour, 

organising the queue for dinners in the Tithe Barn and sitting at the head of dinner 

tables with junior girls. Prefects also had to supervise classes at various times when, 

for example, members of staff were delayed at meetings etc.  

Prefects did have the power to put girls in detention but this appears to have been a 

rare occurrence. At that time there was a greater respect for authority, and  junior 

girls generally responded, perhaps somewhat reluctantly, with due deference. One 

prefect, Christine Holmes, does however remember putting her younger sister in 

detention for not wearing her beret (a serious offence!) and the fury that this 

engendered is recalled to this day! Girls were expected to wear their berets when 

travelling to and from school, and eating in public when in uniform was strictly 

forbidden.  

The photograph of the Lincoln School prefects in1943 (above) shows that they were 

far fewer in number. However they appeared to have enjoyed considerably more 

power and responsibility for enforcing discipline. There was a prefects’ detention on 

Wednesday afternoons, when recalcitrant young whipper-snappers were denied 

games or their free time, and were required to write out Latin verse, or ‘lines’ such 

as, ‘I must not be cheeky to prefects’ or ‘I must wear my cap on the way to school’ 

one hundred times or more. That period was also the end of an era when the Head 

Boy and his deputy were allowed to cane boys, and when the practice of ‘fagging’ 

was still permitted. The novel Tom Brown’s Schooldays springs to mind! 

The prefects in the photo include P M Freeman, P R Fluck, G B Deighton, P H 

Robinson, A E Mawer, J G Fleming and S R Newey. Second from the right as you 

look at the picture is Charles Garton, after whom the Garton Archive was named. 

Charles was to become School Captain the following year before going to 

Cambridge to read Classics. 

Some of the more entertaining and sought-after treasures in the Garton Archive are 

the prefects’ detention books, and the following are among the more colourful 

reasons entered in the books for Lincoln School pupils being put into detention 

during the 1940s: 



Defiance, insolence and indelicacy 

Insubordination of the first order 

Inferring (I think he meant implying!) that a prefect’s head was of abnormal 

dimensions  and unnatural shape 

Hooliganism and general horse play 

Continuous giggling 

Prodding a prefect’s diaphragm 

Tweaking a prefect’s ear incessantly 

Unmannerliness, puerility, obscenity, cheek and pugilism 

Possessing a misdirected sense of humour 

Smoking in school 

Malingering with intent 

Propelling a morsel of food in the dining hall 

Spitting at another boy 

Galloping along the corridors (Horse play?) 

Vulgar misbehaviour 

Refusal to obey an order 

Inciting to riot 

Dumb insolence 

Throwing a board rubber (masters were frequently the dubious role models!) 

Repeated disobedience after countless warnings 

Shocking table manners unbecoming of a member of an ancient and 

honourable school 

Imitating Gratziano ( a New York mobster!) 

Philistinism in the lab 

Making a perpetual nuisance of himself to practical physicists, and plentifully 

perpetuating punishable pranks  



Persistently practising primitive pastimes (Alliteration was clearly well taught 

at LS!) 

Caterwauling outside the prefects’ room 

Puerile attempt at fruity rudeness 

Attempting to crush the skull of a smaller child with undue and almost 

subhuman ferocity 

Familiarity breeding contempt 

Entwining his legs around another boy 

Fabricating scandalous tales concerning my moral standards and my sobriety 

 

Riding down the cinder path; being cap-less; and tardiness were also among the 

more frequent misdemeanours resulting in the award of ‘stars’ leading to detentions. 

Surprisingly, several fellow sixth-formers were put into detention by prefects. It is 

hardly surprising, therefore, that insolence and disobedience were high on the list of 

reasons for being punished! Who likes being punished by their peers? As the title of 

the poem which introduces Occasional Paper 24 has it; prefects were ‘a bossy lot’! 

The picture of discipline at LS painted above suggests that it was something of a 
punitive regime. If a master didn’t get you, then a prefect would! Of course, respect 
for authority was much greater in those days than it is today, and school teachers  
generally received support from parents, even when corporal punishment was 
regularly administered, and on occasions quite brutally. Dodging flying board rubbers 
and/or chalk also challenged pupils’ reflexes! 

The recent introduction of prefects at LCHS for the first time in its history raises the 
question of how different their roles will be, and how effective they will be in helping 
to enforce discipline, good manners, and standards of behaviour in general at a time 
when the rules of engagement have changed quite dramatically. This is a question I 
put to Mr Mark Edgar, Head of the Sixth Form at LCHS and a member of the 
Leadership Team. 

Mr Edgar was keen to point out that the whole system is in its infancy, and that the 
roles of prefects will evolve in the light of practice, experience and due consultation. 
The Head Boy and Girl will, with their deputies, represent the School at official 
functions, and will act as a link student voice to the Leadership Team and the 
Governors. They will also be responsible for liaison with the lower school council 
meetings. 

Prefects will perform duties alongside members of staff, and will also represent the 
School at official functions. Individual prefects will also adopt different functions 
taking into account their particular skills and interests. Some will be ambassadors 
showing visitors around the School, helping at Parents’ Evenings, Open Evenings, 



etc., whilst others will perform the roles of House Captains with responsibilities for 
organising and co-ordinating inter-House competitions. The existing role of mentors 
to lower school students will continue, with some prefects adopting that responsible 
and highly productive educational role. Some of those mentors will have specific 
subject responsibilities such as Literacy and Mathematics. There is also a role for 
prefect sports captains who will help to run sports teams, and support staff in PE 
lessons. 

As part of the process of defining and developing the role of prefects, an outside 
agency has been employed to train them. As a result of this, a long list of ideas has 
been drawn up. In addition to those roles identified above, other creative ideas 
included being involved in anti-bullying campaigns, assembly inputs, interview 
panels, community links and extra-curricular activities. 

 

 

The Head Boy and Girl and their deputies 
Left to right:  

Deputy Head Boy; Cavan Malone, Head Girl; Jade Angell-Bean, 
 Head Boy; Jack Masterman, Deputy Head Girl Erin Gilbey 

 

It is invidious to attempt compare the roles of prefects in different eras, but it does 
seem to me that the new system at LCHS is considerably more imaginative, and 



positive than the traditional punitive and reactive one. It strikes me as ironic, for 
example, that prefects in the new system will be involved in anti-bullying campaigns, 
whereas in bygone days prefects were frequently part of the problem rather than the 
solution!  

In considering and reflecting upon the present highly positive and forward-looking 
initiative, I became quite excited about the new system and its multifarious but 
complementary roles. Prefects as they are envisaged in the new system will have a 
more proactive role in acting as ambassadors for the School, and in supporting the 
work of the staff, and of student teams, groups and individuals. It seems unlikely that 
they will be described as ‘a bossy lot’, but more appropriately as a group of mature 
and responsible young adults who will support the leadership Team and all members 
of staff in striving for standards of excellence. The system certainly deserves to 
succeed, and I am sure that all those involved in the School, either as students, staff, 
governors or friends, will wish it well. 

 

 

The newly appointed prefects at LCHS 
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